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Coppélia
Music by Léo Delibes
Choreographed by Marek Cholewa

This   Alexandra  Ballet 
E d u c a t i o n a l   B o o k-
let  for  teachers  is   de-
signed  to  provide  class-
room  material  that can be 
used  to  enrich  students’ 
experience of the ballet. It 
offers  lessons  to  integrate 
ballet with curriculum in 
social  studies,  art,  music, 
literature and writing.

Introduction to Coppélia
 or The Girl with Enamel Eyes

Arthur Saint-Léon choreographed this classic, 
full-length story ballet for its premiere at the Paris 

Opera on May 25, 1870. This ballet was the last produc-
tion at the Paris Opera before the Franco-Prussian War 
forced the theater to close. In fact, the original Swanhilda, 
a promising 16-year-old ballerina Giuseppina Bozacchi 
died on her 17th birthday from a cholera outbreak caused 
by the war.

The story of the ballet comes from a book by Charles 
Nuitter and Arthur Saint-Léon after a story by E.T.A. 
Hoffman1  called Der Sandman (The Sandman). The ballet 
cleverly integrates classical ballet and national dances. To-
day, it is a popular staple of the international repertoire. 

Although the Alexandra Ballet will perform the entire 
three-act ballet, the Young People’s Performance includes 
only the first and second acts of Coppélia.

Synopsis
The ballet opens on a village square somewhere in central 
Europe as a girl happily strolls by. It is Swanhilda, and it is 
obvious that she feels loved. She glances up onto the bal-

cony of Dr. Coppélius, who is said to dabble in alchemy 
and magic. Alone sits a girl reading a book. So intent on 
her book is she that when Swanhilda smiles and waves, 
the stranger does not acknowledge Swanhilda. Swanhil-
da stamps her foot and prepares to leave when she hears 
Franz, her betrothed, coming. She hides and watches 
Franz also try to get the girl’s attention by throwing kisses 
at her. Pretending to chase a butterfly, Swanhilda returns. 
Franz catches it and pins it to his shirt. Swanhilda bursts 
into tears at his thoughtlessness and accuses him of being 
unfaithful. Franz tries to tell her that he does love her, but 
she runs off just as a group of villagers enter. They persuade 
Franz to join in their mazurka.

The Bürgermeister arrives and announces a festival to 
celebrate the arrival of a new town bell. Any couple wish-
ing to be married on that day will receive a special dowry. 
He asks Swanhilda if she will marry, but she is unsure of 
Franz.  It is said that if an ear of wheat rattles, love is true; 
but if the ear is silent, love is not. Swanhilda will believe 
what an ear of wheat speaks. Swanhilda and Franz dance 
and shake the ear of wheat. Swanhilda hears nothing. 
Franz shakes the wheat and says that he hears a rattle, but 
Swanhilda does not believe him. Brokenhearted, Swan-
hilda breaks off the engagement, and they part as the rest 
of the villagers dance and celebrate.

Dr. Coppélius the toymaker leaves his house and locks 
the door after the villagers leave. A group of youths taunt 

1 E.T.A. Hoffman is also the author of the story The Nutcracker and the 
Mouse King (German: Der Nussknacker und der Mäusekönig), from 
which the storyline of Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s The Nutcracker Ballet 
was derived.
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and jostle Coppélius as he makes his way through the 
square, but he drives them off with his cane. He stops, 
takes out his handkerchief, wipes his brow, and then con-
tinues on his way. He has accidentally dropped his key.

Swanhilda and her friends discover the key on the 
ground, so she persuades her friends to enter Dr. Coppé-
lius’ house and meet the girl who ignores everyone. They 
let themselves in just as Franz arrives at the house with a 
ladder. He intends to climb the ladder to the balcony to 
get in and introduce himself to the new girl. Discovering 
that his key is missing, Dr. Coppélius returns and angrily 
chases Franz away, but as he turns, Coppélius sees that his 
front door is open. He enters as Franz begins to climb his 
ladder once again.

Act II
The setting for this act is Dr. Coppélius’ workroom. 

Swanhilda and her friends notice that there are people in 
the room but that no one moves or says, “Hello.” When 
one of the friends stumbles over something, and it moves, 
the girls realize that it is a mechanical doll; a Chinese doll 
that dances. The girls scurry about the room and wind up 
all of the other dolls so that they too dance around the 
room. Swanhilda looks behind some curtains of an alcove 
to find the pretty girl Coppélia, who only reads her book. 
She is also only a doll. The girls are interrupted in their 
merriment when Dr. Coppélius suddenly enters. He an-
grily chases the girls out, but Swanhilda hides behind the 
curtains of the alcove.

While restoring order to his workroom, Coppélius 
hears a noise and discovers that Franz has again climbed 
through the window. At first he is angry, but he decides to 
test his magic and offers Franz some wine to which he has 
added a sleeping potion. Franz dozes off.

Coppélius rolls Coppélia from the alcove into the room. 
He does not realize that Swanhilda has changed clothes 
with the doll and just sits like the real Coppélia does. Dr. 
Coppélius takes out his Big Book of Spells and begins to 
read from it. Believing that he can pull the life from Franz, 
he crosses to Franz, takes life from him, and carries it to his 
beloved creation Coppélia.

Coppélia stands up.  Encouraged, Coppélius returns to 
Franz to pull more life from him and takes it to Coppé-
lia. She slowly comes to life. Dr. Coppélius rejoices and 
teaches her to dance, but she is distracted by the other 
dolls in the workshop and begins to explore. Dr. Coppé-

lius gives Coppélia the mantilla from the Spanish doll, and 
Coppélia dances a bolero with it. He then gives Coppélia 
a plaid shawl from the Scottish doll, and Coppélia dances 
a Highland fling. She becomes bored and begins to kick 
the pages of the Big Book of Spells. Like a willful child, she 
runs around the room. In the confusion she has created, 
Swanhilda hurries to Franz to attempt to rouse him from 
his slumber. Franz awakens, and Swanhilda tells him what 
has been going on. The two create further distraction by 
winding up all the dolls and overturning furniture before 
they run out of the house together.

Dr. Coppélius is left alone in his cluttered workshop. 
When he discovers his lifeless Coppélia, he is heartbroken.

Composer
(Clement Philibert) Léo Delibes (1836-1891) was a 

French composer. He began his career as an organist and 
progressed to write operettas and operas. But it was not 
until 1870 when he composed the score for Coppélia that 
he achieved true fame. In this work, Delibes contributed 
to French nationalism an artistic movement at that time 
by borrowing elements of popular entertainments of the 
day like the variety of pantomime performed at La Come-
die Francaise and by including folk dancing in the score at 
the suggestion of the authors. This inclusion of the pan-
tomime tradition marked the first time that dancers were 
challenged by performing comedy.

The Kennedy Center website has a complete lesson plan 
for ballet and classical music.

http://www.artsedge.kennedy-center.org/content/2234/.

Original Choreographer
(Charles Victor) Arthur Michel Saint-Léon (1815-1870) 
was a French dancer, choreographer, and violinist. Known 
for the elevation of his jumps and for his control, he was 
considered one of the best dancers of his time. He was also 
highly regarded as a choreographer and was particularly 
adept at adopting national dances for the ballet. Ironi-
cally, Saint-Leon devised and wrote a paper about a new 
method of dance notation called Le Stenochoregraphie, 
ou l’Art d’Ecrire Promptement la Danse. Without this no-
tation, people today would have no idea how the ballets of 
the past would appear. He, however, failed to notate his 
own ballets, so they are lost to us. 
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Original Author
The original story of Coppélia, The Sandman by E.T.A. 
Hoffman, can be purchased at Amazon.com or local book-
seller; or it can be downloaded as a free etext:

http://www.amazon.com/Sandmann-Das-Ode-Haus/
dp/3150002303/ref=sid_dp_dp/104-1857511-2467900

http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks06/0605791h.html

A retelling of Coppélia by Margo Fonteyn is also available 
at Amazon.com or from your local bookseller.

http://www.amazon.com/Coppelia-Margot-Fonteyn/
dp/0152004289/ref=pd_bbs_sr_6/104-1857511-2467900?i
e=UTF8&s=books&qid=1192248057&sr=8-6

Ballet
Ballet is a performing art in which a choreographer and 

dancers use stylized movement set to music to express 
emotion or an idea or to tell a story. Alexandra Ballet in-
vites your students to research the life of a dancer, other 
folktales retold through ballet, the origin of the five basic 
ballet positions, and much more about the art through the 
books and magazines in the public library or the websites 
listed below:

http://www.nycballet.com/families/families.html – Click on 
Ballet is for Kids to find activities.

www.abt.org/education/dictionary/index.html – Ballet 
dictionary by American Ballet Theatre.

http://www.alexandraballet.com/company/co_outreach.
htm – Educational Outreach.

http://www.artsedge.kennedy-center.org/
content/2338/ – Elements of Dance. Complete Lesson 
Plans.

www.artsedge.kennedy-center.org/content/
2348l – Language of Ballet. Complete Lesson Plans.

www.artsedge.kennedy-center.org/content/2319l – Why 
Dance? Complete Lesson Plans.

Rachel Moore & James Cramer - Alexandra Ballet Production of Coppelia 1991
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Language Arts Activities

Activity: Compare ballet notation to musical notation. If 
we had no musical notation, how would we know how mu-
sic of the past sounded?

Character Development
Choose one character from the ballet and write a paragraph 
that describes the character’s traits. The character sketches 
can be read aloud and the students can discuss whether the 
characters seemed real or unreal.

In a paragraph, explore whether Dr. Coppélius is good or 
evil. Be able to support your answer with specific reasons.

How do early portrayals of robots differ from their cur-
rent portrayal?

Plot Development
Identify the basic plot elements (i.e., conflict, setting, rising 
action, climax, and resolution). Discuss how the plot adds 
to the story.

Compare/Contrast
View the film The Iron Giant (based on Ted Hughes’ story The 
Iron Man). Discuss in what ways Dr. Coppélius’ mechanical 
dolls are different than the Iron Giant and in what ways the 
mechanical dolls are the same as the Iron Giant. Consider 
other man-made creations in popular culture and how they 
differ from those in the ballet.

Compare the character of Dr. Coppélius to that of Ge-
petto in Pinocchio. 

DVDs
http://www.amazon.com/Coppelia-Delibes/dp/
B00005S6KR/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/104-1857511-246790
0?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1192247971&sr=1-1

Music
Available recordings
http://www.amazon.com/Delibes-Coppélia-com-
plete-Source-suites/dp/B00000147M/ref=pd_bbs_sr_

1/104-1857511-2467900?ie=UTF8&s=music&qid=11
92248145&sr=1-1

Folk Dances
Coppélia features two folk dances. One is the mazurka and 
the other is the czardas.

The mazurka is a Polish national dance for couples in 3/4 
or 6/8 time. Hallmarks of the dance are stamping of the feet 
and clicking of the heels.

A courting dance for couples, the czardas is the national 
dance of Hungary.  The form of the dance is a slow section 
followed by a very fast section in 2/4 or 4/4 time. The danc-
ers carry themselves proudly and improvise on a simple step. 
They snap their feet inward and outward. The couples whirl 
around the dance floor.

Behind the Scenes & Backstage 
Activities
Tim Hubbard, our production stage manager, will provide 
the students with an interactive presentation of the backstage 
activities of the stage crew with What’s Going on Back There? dur-
ing intermission.

Students will view and learn about the action backstage and 
get a sneak peek of the backdrop and learn stage terms. Hub-
bard will demonstrate the importance of the jobs performed 
by those backstage, the impact of the various types of lighting, 
and the stage manager’s role in pulling it all together.

Tim Hubbard has had an illustrious and diverse career 
in dance and theater. He has a bachelor’s degree in theater 
from the State University of New York and a master’s de-
gree in dance from Butler University. Tim was a founding 
member of the Indianapolis Ballet Theatre (IBT, later called 
Ballet Internationale), where he danced many principal and 
featured roles. While at IBT, Tim also developed a strong 
production and arts administrative career track, serving as 
Technical Director, Production Manager, Lighting Design-
er, Tour Manager, and finally General Manager.

Tim has designed lighting for over a dozen ballet compa-
nies, including the Colorado Ballet and Capella Ballet in St. 
Petersburg, Russia, where he was fortunate to work with his 
mentor, George Verdak, who staged the Russian premiere 
of the ballet Le Bal. Tim’s production management has taken 
dance companies all over the country and internationally. 
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Working with dancers from many major dance companies 
in the United States , he recently designed lighting and did 
the production management for the Gala that celebrated 
the retirement of Sally Bliss in St. Louis.

Tim has been active in the arts education field throughout 
his career. He developed educational programs at IBT and 
Dance Kaleidoscope, a contemporary dance company, where 
he served as Director of Touring and Education for over five 
years. He has been a national trainer for teachers at the Gram-
my Foundation’s Leonard Bernstein Center for Learning that 
fosters an arts-integrated approach to education.

Tim was an adjunct professor in the College of Education 
at Butler University where he offered classes that instructed 
pre-service elementary education teachers how to integrate 
the arts into their classrooms and curriculum. In addition, 
he is a freelance project manager and consultant in arts edu-
cation and was instrumental in helping to create the Indi-
ana Academic Standards for Dance. In 2005 Tim received 
a Creative Renewal Fellowship from the Arts Council of 
Indianapolis.

Theatrical Terms That Will Be Presented
Apron	
The part of the stage in front of the main curtain.

Backdrop	
A screen, curtain, or painted cloth used as part of the scen-
ery for a production

Backstage	
The part of the stage behind the main curtain, including the 
dressing rooms, side wing space, and fly loft over the stage.

Border	
Wide and short curtains used to mask or hide the upper 
portion of the stage from the audience’s view.

Fly	Loft	
The space above the stage, used for “flying” and storing scen-
ery that is out of the audience’s view.

Leg	
Narrow and tall curtains used to mask or hide the side por-
tions of the stage from the audience’s view.

Main	
The curtain that separates the audience from the stage.

Procescenium	
The structural frame around the stage opening that sepa-
rates the stage from the auditorium

Audience Behavior
Attending the ballet at the Blanche M. Touhill Performing 
Arts Center is an opportunity to teach audience etiquette. 

Procedure:
1. Because this activity deals with the practice of appropriate 

audience behavior at a dance performance, we encourage 
you to have this discussion just prior to your trip to the 
theater. It is important for the students to know that we 
want everyone in the theater (and classroom) to enjoy the 
performance without distraction.

2. Explain to students that they will be making a very special 
journey. They will be going to a theater for a performance 
of a famous ballet. You may explain that the theater is a 
special place for people to experience amazing and beau-
tiful things. However, in order to fully appreciate the per-
formance a certain kind of behavior is necessary. The fol-
lowing discussion might be helpful in preparing students 
for the performance.

3. Discussion
•  How many of you have been to a theater?
•  How many of you have been to a ballet performance?
•  What was the performance and where was it?
•  How did people behave during the performance?
•  Is going to the theater like going to a football game? 

Is it like going to a symphony performance? Why or 
why not?

• How do people express themselves at a ballet? (Do 
people talk loudly, eat move around, or jump up and 
down during a dance concert? Do people pay close at-
tention? Are they quiet? When do they applaud?)

•  Why do we behave differently at a ballet performance 
than at a baseball game?

•  How do you intend to behave when you go to the ballet 
performance?
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Alexandra Ballet 

Alexandra Ballet is classically oriented and seeks to cul-
tivate an appreciation for the art of dance as an essential 
ingredient in the life of the community. Alexandra Ballet 
is a not-for-profit organization that raises community con-
sciousness and appreciation of the art of dance through pub-
lic performances. The repertoire ranges from traditional to 
contemporary and performances showcase original works, 
the restaging of classics by nationally known choreogra-
phers, and the collaboration of professional guest artists.

Alexandra Zaharias, Artistic Director, is founder of the 
Alexandra School of Ballet, established in 1949. She was 
National Dance Chairman for the National Society of Arts 
and Letters and past president of the St. Louis Chapter. 
She has served as co-director of the Midwestern Music and 

Art Camp, University of Kansas, and taught ballet at Font-
bonne College in Clayton, Missouri. She was dance con-
sultant for the St. Louis Regional Arts Commission Shaw 
Visual and Performing Arts School, on the advisory panel 
of the Regional Arts Commission, Saint Louis, and served 
as a dance panelist for the Missouri Arts Council. She also 
directed four seasons of The Nutcracker and choreographed 
Kinder and Young People’s Concerts for the Saint Louis 
Symphony. Alexandra received the Hellenic American 
Achievement award in 1991 for her work in the arts and the 
Arts and Education Excellence in the Arts award in 1999. 
She served as historian for the National Board of Regional 
Dance America and is an honorary member of the Dance 
St. Louis Troupe.

Additional copies of the booklet can be downloaded from the home page of 
the Alexandra Ballet Website at www.alexandraballet.com, 

or requested by contacting CiCi Houston, 314-469-6222.

Alexandra Ballet is partially funded by:

Alexandra Ballet is a member of:
Classic 99 KFUO-FM Circle of Friends • Chesterfield Arts • Missouri Citizens for the Arts • Dance St. Louis • 

Regional Dance America, Mid-States Honor Company

Photographs by GiGi Weaver.

Performances for the General Public
Saturday–March 8, 2008 at 7:30 pm & Sunday–March 9, 2008 at 2:00 pm

For tickets call the Blanche M. Touhill PAC at 314-516-4949 or 
Toll free 866-516-4949.


